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Article abstract
[Cooperatives, Participation and Development : Senegal, Tunisia, Cuba.] This
paper synthesizes the major points of three research studies, carried out
between 1963 to 1973, on cooperatives and their effects on the developmental
process. Whereas the national ideology is held to be causal in the
developmental process, it is especially central among the cooperatives.
Nonetheless, during political crises, in all three nations, which vary in their
degree of gravity, the leadership role of the cooperatives is strongly attacked by
the political elite. It seems difficult to consider the cooperative system as a
mode of production in itself. The cooperatives, whether in socialist or capitalist
societies, become rapidly neutralized when the attempt to become social
movements for they are perceived as challenging the power of the elites in
their society. Nonetheless the cooperative movements' failures are relative.
They do facilate economic changes, whether in the socialist or capitalist
direction, even if they do not lead to widespread transformations in social
organization. Widespread political participation remains dependent on the
political leadership regardless of ideologies expressed.
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